ABSTRACT. Let a network have several sources and sinks. For any flow f let of and r f denote the vectors o f net flows out o f the sources and into the sinks, respectively, arranged in order o f increasing magnitude. Our algorithm computes an f for which both of and rf are lexicographic maxima. For a network with n nodes this algorithm terminates within 0(nS) operations.
NIMROD MECIDDO
The following terminology is used throughout Phase 11. The flow is the current flow through the network. An active sink is a sink i such that it is possible to increase the net flow into i without decreasing the net flows into other sinks. The graph is a directed graph whose set of nodes is N and (i, j) is an arc if and only if -Gi < cii. The manual is the subgraph consisting of all nodes and arcs of the graph that lie on a shortest chain from the source to some active sink. The tree is a directed subtree of the manual satisfying: a. The source is the root of the tree. b. Every active sink is a node of the tree. c. Every tip of the tree is an active sink.
A rough description of Phase I1 follows. We start with the zero flow. The manual is constructed and a tree is chosen. Next, using tree-arcs only, we increase the net flows into active sinks equally until one of the tree-arcs leaves the graph. Then, if all the active sinks remain active, another tree is chosen and another maximum equal increase is employed as before; otherwise, the new manual is determined and again a tree is chosen. The algorithm terminates when the new manual is empty, or equivalently, when no sink is active. Specifically, Phase I1 is processed as follows.
Step Step 2. Construction of a tree. Every i E Mr is a node of the tree. Suppose that the part of the tree that connects the layers Mu, . . . , Mr (v < r) has been specified. For each i E M which either belongs to the tree or is an active sink, let j be the first node in adjacent to i. Then (j, i) also belongs to the tree. During the construction keep track of the numbers ui of active sinks j such that i lies on the unique chain of the tree that leads from the source to j.
Step 3. N o w change. Let E be the minimum, taken over tree-arcs, of the numbers (cii -fil + fii)/v'. For each treearc (i, j), if d < 6 set fii = filmi; otherwise, set fi, = hi -/ri + mj and /ri = 0.
Step 4 . Manual change. During this step we maintain a list L of manualarcs which are successively deleted. Initially, L consists of those arcs of the last tree such that hi -f.. = cii. Let (i, j) be the first in L which has not been de-18 leted yet. If there is no k f i such that (k, j) is a manual-arc then add all manualarcs of the form (j, k) to the end of L. Similarly, all manual-arcs of the form (k, i ) are added to the end of L if there is no manual-arc (i, k) with k # j.
